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Report of Chaplaincy Visit to the USA:  June 2016 
 

Chris Swift 
 
Purpose: 
 
The aim was to learn more about chaplains’ education in the USA and explore areas 
of possible development for chaplaincy in England.  Alongside this main focus there 
were opportunities to share in worship with local Episcopal churches in Washington 
DC and Chicago.   
 

1. Three day visit with the CPE programme at Virginia Commonwealth 
University Health System, Richmond VA: 7-9 June 

 
A programme of one-to-one discussions and participation in chaplains’ training was 
arranged in Richmond, Virginia.  Lex Tartaglia, Senior Associate Dean for the School 
of Allied Health Professions, hosted the visit and provided an overview of chaplaincy 
education at an established Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) centre.   
 
I participated in the training as far as possible, including playing the role of a patient 
in videoed scenarios of pastoral care used to evaluate the students at the start of the 
programme. 
 
Key leaning outcomes of this visit include the following: 
 

 The value of CPE as a common training standard for all chaplains 
 

 The universal involvement of chaplains in specific hospital experiences; e.g. a 
chaplain is paged to all deaths; all crash-calls; and shares with other clinical 
staff in discussions about advanced directives, organ donation and consent 
 

 That elements in the CPE programme are similar in quality and content to UK 
training but the UK is outside a unified scheme common to all chaplains 
 

 Awareness of use of the umbrella term ‘patient counselling’ for the service but 
questions about the clarity of what’s provided: services delivered by chaplains 

 

2. Presentation at a conference hosted at Rush University Medical Center, 
Chicago 17 June 

 
Professor George Fitchett had invited me to give a presentation on ‘making the case 
for chaplaincy in the NHS’ at this one-day conference.  Other speakers included 
leading US chaplaincy researchers and authors, Winnifred Fallers Sullivan and 
Wendy Cadge.  Approximately seventy participants took part in the day which also 
focussed on chaplaincy in the criminal justice system. 
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Key leaning outcomes of this visit include the following: 
 

 ‘Spirituality’ and the universality of spiritual care has enabled the USA to 
develop chaplaincy within the context of separation of Church and State 
 

 Community based chaplaincies can lead to positive outcomes in the criminal 
justice system if led well and supported by public/private provision 

 

 While funding is limited, medical centres can argue the case for chaplaincy 
effectively and with good leadership can develop services with increased 
resources 
 

 Rush has been awarded $2 million to build research capacity in the USA both 
through existing training programmes and individual fellowships 

 
 
 
Pictured alongside other 
speakers at the Chicago 
conference including leading 
chaplaincy researchers Prof. 
Winnifred F. Sullivan and Prof. 
Wendy Cadge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Participation and Presentation at the Association of Professional Chaplains 
2016 Annual Conference in Orlando 23 - 26 June 

 
With over 500 participants the conference brings together a huge range of expertise 
and experience.  This was valuable not only in the group sessions but also in wider 
networking.  The conference began with a meeting of the Joint Research Council, to 
which I belong.   
 
The Joint Research Council met face-to-face for the first time, having run an e-mail 
and telephone group for nearly a year.  It aims to develop research across the world 
in a more co-ordinated way.  Representatives were present from Australia, the 
Netherlands, Canada, Scotland and England along with those from the USA.  The 
main points related to: 
 

 The launch of a chaplaincy research website 
 

 Discussion of patient reported outcome measures 
 

 Ways in which research might be co-ordinated 
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Members of the Joint 
Research Council for 
chaplaincy, meeting in 
person for the first time, 
before the conference in 
Orlando 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I attended a workshop on the use of a screening tool for spiritual needs.  This was 
very helpful as we have begun to use a version of this tool in Leeds and the 
workshop shared as yet unpublished research on the consistency achieved by those 
carrying out the screening. 
 
Another workshop examined strategies of spiritual care for those living with 
dementia.  This is both a challenging and a growing area of chaplaincy work.  While 
some progress can be made in approaches to care, during the presentation I raised 
the question of how to recognise and express lament for what is lost.   
 
The main addresses to the conference included one by Beverly Malone, former CEO 
of the Royal College of Nursing, focussing on the role of collaboration in leadership.  
Another address, by Omar Manejwala, explored ways to approach addiction.   
 

4. Taking forward the experience 
 
The various contacts I established with chaplains and educators from across the 
USA have let to positive developments in my contribution to chaplaincy in the UK. 
 

 I had opportunities to recognise and explain the role of the English Speaking 
Union in supporting the visit 
 

 Since my return I have e-mailed staff in NHS England advising that 
discussions needs to commence about the use of common training 

 

 I remain committed to the emerging research agenda in the USA and the 
scope for this to be developed on an international stage 
 

 It resulted in increased awareness of the political backdrop to multi-faith 
working and the positive role chaplaincy can model for communities  

 

 Personally, the visit challenged and affirmed aspects of my own 
understanding chaplaincy and its future in an ever more diverse context 


